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editorial

Saving
The
Empire

Refusing to give up their feudal
dukedoms, some department
chairmen, most notably in the
natural sciences, have challenged the
administration's plan to use
pre-registration for the fall semester.
The goal of this move, said Robert
Weaver, assistant registrar and the
coordinator of pre-registration, is to
determine, as closely as possible,
how many students want which
classes - early enough to allow some
adjustments in course offerings.
The plan is a culmination of many
years of study by several students
and faculty committees, most
notably Advisement and
Registration.
But now, with less than two weeks

before students begin processing,
several department chairmen have
spoken against pre-registration. After
all, mass registration (or confusion)
has worked for over 25 years, so why
change now, they say.
The administration is making the
switch for three main reasons: 1)
increased student enrollment, 2)
budget limitations and 3) outdated
curricula.
With the University's enrollment
now over 18,000, it is no longer
feasible to use mass registration. By
the second day of the
"Johnson-Gym shuffle,'' most class
sections are closed. If a student
wants a particular course - forget it.
Go try massive biology or

philosophy classes.
It will take a couple of years to
iron out the bugs, but under
pre-registration the student is almost
guaranteed the classes he wants.
Budget allocations will go to the
departments that students request
most, not .to ones they're forced
into. Eventually, outdated courses
will be eliminated and the funds used
to finance them will go to more
relevant classes.
Like medieval dukes, some
department chairmen must surrender
their fiefs to save the empire. The
king has heard the peasants' voices
and the feudal system is gone
forever. God save the king.
Everett Robinson
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Liberal Grade Policy
In Effect Next Year

'Tell Me, Doctor-Will I Live?'

letters
lll10to l•Y MurJ\ BundH•.t.

Multi-Media
Concerned Students
To the Editor:
We would like your readers to
provide us with their views regarding
education and possible problems in
the Albuquerque Public School
system. We are students at UNM now
student teaching in elementary
schools in Albuquerque. We are
concerned with certain problems in
the school system.
We are rarely able to come in
contact with anyone outside of our
professors and fellow students. Since
we seldom talk to the parents
themselves, we would like the
public's opm10n regarding our
elementary school system.
We are mainly interested in the
public's ideas and suggestions relative
to the following:
1) High through low grouping
according to academic ability.
2) Team teaching.
3) Standardized achievement and
objective testing.
4) Pass/fail grading versus the
letter scale system.
5) Ungraded school (child moves
through grade levels at his own
pace).
6) Should the law requiring all
New Mexico teachers to be bilingual
be enforced?
As future teachers, the views,
comments or suggestions provided
by your readers will go a long way in
helping prepare us to do a more
responsible job upon graduation.
Readers may send their letters to:
Concerned Students, 11,100 Gibson
SE, D-80, Albuquerque.
Charlebe Chavez
Cathy Vincent
Debbie Naylor

Fire Alarms
To the Editor:
As you may or may not know,
there was a fire last Sunday night,
March 28, in Hokona - Zuni. It is my
understanding that this fire occurred
in the incinerator shaft on the third
floor. It is also my understanding
that the fire did not cause a lot of
damage and that no one was hurt.
We are very, very lucky no one
was hurt. If the fire in Hokona had
been serious many people would
have been killed or seriously injured.
1'he reason I am writing is in f.he
hopr> thm ih:· :,.J'r r •··•.· !J,•
pnblishcd <'lltl , ~'··· ' ·· '"
·.. ··:a,

Harry Stumpf, left, and Theodore Becker set up equipment for
tonight's multi-media presentation "Government Anarchy." The
show uses films, slides, sound and actors. The ACLU tried to get the
show stopped at the Electric Circus in 1970.

AnarchistShow at UN M Today
Mixed-Media Experience in Depression

can see to it that future fires do not
risk the lives of people in the dorms,
will do something about correcting
the situation.
First of all, when the fire alarms
went off last Sunday a large number
of residents did not know the
procedure to be followed. This
situation would not have occurred if,
at the beginning of each semester,
every resident had received a fire
drill procedure sheet.
Second, either there are no fire
alarms in the basement of Hokona or
they do not work. If there are no fire
alarms in the basement this situation
should be corrected. On the other
hand, if there are fire alarms and
they do not work, they should be
fixed immediately. If this is the case
these same fire alarms did not work
last semester when a fire drill was
held, and this fact was reported. Why
was it allowed to persist? Anybody
who happened to be in the basement
of Hokona did not hear the alarm
and they might have been killed in
the case of a serious fire.
Thirdly, to my knowledge, at least
one other fire alarm failed to go off.
this should be fixed. Why did this
alarm fail to sound? Is this going to
be checked out so it does not happen
again? I sure hope so.
Lastly, why are there no fire
alarms that can be pulled in case of
fire in the halls? Why must a fire be
reported to the main desk? This is a
waste of valuable time in evacuating
the building. I, personally, would
rather risk all the false alarms that
would occur to avoid the waste of
the valuable time taken in reporting
a fire to the desk.
These are not all the problems
that need to be corrected, but they
are the major ones. I hope someone
will take some positive action on this
situation. I would, also, hope that·
from now on, any time the fire
alarms sout1d, they will be taken
~·, ....
.....;·· 1 •• ,,,·.~ t~~,.,
,, .. l't)~·r'cl"I11'•
"·'
..
,Jp;•n Lnui'·'' :,;l<,in
·~
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Living Free

By WAYNE J. THORBURN
YAF-FCNS

in their specific proposal, yet their
intention is to imply that peace must
be the ultimate goal of all human
Those spring - time, be - with - it, beings save that small minority of
cigarette commercials have now policians who engage us in battle for
departed from our television screens, the sake of personal glory, power,
only to be replaced by such well fame and wealth. The implication
known sporting events as the being that all rational men desire
Winston- Salem Bowling Classic, the peace above all else and that, if we
R.J. Reynolds Turtle Race and the could only rid ourselves of those
Viceroy Frisbee Intemational, politicians who desire personal and
perhaps proving once again that, as national glory, we could live in
the Marshall once said, the medium harmony, possibly even under a
is the message.
world government developed out of
But, with nicotine gone, the the existing United Nations.
television moguls have to insert
Of course, they cannot be serious
something to give us viewers a in their specific proposal, yet their
chance to raid the refrigerator, and intention is to imply that peace must
this they have done in many be the ultimate goal of all human
instances with what are beings save that small minority of
euphemistically called public service politichms who engage us in battle
announcements designed to placate for the sake of personal glory,
the bureaucrats at the FCC. One power, fame and wealth. The
recent new advertisement of this implication being that all rational
nature has been sponsored by the men desire peace above all else and
United Nations Association, a that, if we could only rid ourselves
supposedly private group interested of those politicians who desire
in working for the brotherhood of personal and national glory, we
man (but not necessarily the could live in harmony, possibly even
fatherhood of God) through under a world government developed
promotion of the United Nations.
out of the existing United Nations.
Their blurb deals with the
There are more important goals
universal striving for peace, than international peace. Peace
something for which man has cannot and must not be the ultimate
worked since the beginning of time. goal, for if it is, then man must live
And what do these individuals see a.~ in slavery. Peace need not recognize
a viable alternative to war? None the dignity of man, the worth of the
other than the settlement of individual character, and his personal
international dispute through a freedom, and it is that individual
physical contest between national freedom which should be man's aim.
leaders. Their advertisement pictures When all mankind recognizes the
two elderly political leaders pushing right of each individual to live in
and shoving each other as in a duel freedom, peace will follow naturally.
sans swords. One would assume we Without such reeognition, "peaco,"
should elect decathelon champions under colleetivism and
(Congressman Bob Mathias?) as totali1.arianism is liWe diffet<·nt. than
I'!'r•.drJ;'nl
I!J,··. rll',l<:•·" ;ll,d '''t' n•ily" nl' l' '''''I
C H cuun.!', i!H·y r-.•nnot. lJ!' :;t•J hPt;
d1HI :.ol,!vPJy.
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"Chicken Soup" is not broth
afloat with bits and pieces of
chicken, noodles and parsley
flakes.
"Chicken Soup" is a company
whose current production is
"Govcrnmlo'nt Anarchy: a MixPd ·
Media Experience in Depressing
Entertainment." Tlte show will be
presented at 3 and 8 p.m. today in
thl' Union Ballroom with
admission free,
"Government Anarchy,"
originated by Tht>odore Becker,
professor of political science at
the University of Hawaii and New
York University, combines wide
assortment of audio-visual effects
with encounter theater.
The show was first produced in
New York at the Electric Circus
for the American Civil Liberties
Union Second Annual
Conference. Becker estimates
about half the audience walked
out of the show that night before
it was halfway through.
"The first time we produced
the show in June 1970, in the
Electric Circus in New York, it
was supposed to be done for the
American Civil Liberties Union
Conference but it was actually
done to them," Becker said.
The following evening it was
shown to the Urban Coalition and
members of the New York
publishing world. That time the

automatically retain only the
highest grade he receives for a
course he repeats. A student may
now repeat a course as many
times as he wishes, and only the
highest grade earned is figured in
his grade average.
It will be a help, said Weaver,
even for courses where a student
didn't fail, and simply wants to
better his grade. He pointed out
that for required courses, such as
languages, a student may now
repeat several times if he finds the
work difficult and wishes a high
grade.
The cr<>di t, no·credi t grade
option has been liberalized. A
student may now change from
credit to regular !trade status, or
vice-versa, any time thmugh the
twelfth Wt!ek. Change will be
accomplislwd via the normal
drop·add prucedure.
A stud<>nt may also change
from c1·edit to audit before the
end of the 12th week, but a
change from audit to credit status
can only b<> made in the first two
weeks of the semester.
All courses numbered above
100, will be computed in
student's grade average, inch.!ding
physical education and ensemble
music coursl!S, and other courses
previously not computed.
The significance of the new
rules blo'come apparent when
judging them as a whole, .said
Weaver. With the liberalizations
he said, "there will be far fewe~
suspensions than in the past."
"The old system did serve, to a
degree, to weed out the men from
the boys, so to speak." The new
regulatiot·uJ. may be uAalvn.tion" Co-r

many, he said, but they could
serve to keep many in school who
should be doing something else.
The time allowed to make up
a11 "I" grade was extended by the
January faculty move to include
the full semester following the
grading period. Formerly the "I"
grade had to be made up by the
12th week.

Beckl~r.

China Feels Threatened
By U.S. Step-Up in Asia
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)Wilfred Burchett, veteran
Indochina correspondent now on
a special tour of China and
Southeast Asia, l'eports that China
feels gravely threatened by U.S.
escalations in Indochina.
In a cabled report to the
lllllllilll!lllllliiii!IIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillllllllllllllillllllll!llllllllllllllllllllllilll
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Guardia11, a New York-based
newsweekly, Burchett says
"President Nixon will be making
the gravest mistake of his life if he
ignores the significance of Premier
Chou Enlai's recent visit to the
Democratic Republic of
Vietnam."
"The strongest impression of
my first few days aftm· arriving
here is that the Chinese Peoples'
Repul,lic is extl·emely serious in
its support of ·the Indochinese
Peoples and is doing its best to
make this clear to Washington,"
Burchett reports.
The composition of the
Tue~dov.

I

police were called three times to
"Another of the major
stop the show. The police refused problems we face in America
and the show contimwd.
today is basically, undermining
In a press re}east' ab<.mt thP the young people in America who
show! an exp}anatJon was !.".,i;G< f~:'"'"¥,.,....>: anarchy all the time but
peop <' wantmg the sh?':"' stopped, don't realize," he said. "We are
Government Anarc!lY IS a senous trying to reproduce in an hour or
attemf!t to wed a :"'Ide llSso~tment so, what is happening."
of VIsual audtal med1!1 to
Becker said audience reactions
enc?u~ter the~tre, and with a to the show range from utter
topic hke officmllawleMness, the outrage to confusion to "Wow."
resu~~ can be outrageous ... and "Some people get uptight at the
was.
media while others are interested
In the New York thow, the and get moved by it."
actor~ were ~embers of ~everal
Becker said he wants today's
pro~m;nt actmg compames .. In audiences restricted to no more
tomghts performanc~, the f1rst than 300 people, and has
campus tour, thlo' Ch1cken Soup requested a certain group of
performers ':"'ill ?e "local talent" people, including local lawyers,
from the Umvers1ty.
.
invited with the rest be admitted
T?e sho\~ us~s a ~arlet~ of on a first come first seated basis.
media machmes mcludmg shdes,
'
movies, lights, animation, tapes,
television and theatre all of which
are synchronized to move from a
depiction of one phase of the
evolution of a police state in
America to another, the program
said.
Becker said there are five films J
going at one time with six or 1
seven sound effects.
~
''The main governmental
problem we are experiencing n
nowadays is an official anarchy- W
violations by official in
performance of duty," said ,.

Liberalized grade regulations,
recently been approved by the
UNM faculty, will take effect
after this semester.
A new policy allowing students
to drop or withdraw from a
course any time before the
twelfth week of the semester will
probably have the greatest impact,
said Robert Weaver, assistant
registrar.
The new policy assigns a grade
of "W" to any course dropped
before the twelfth we!o'k
providing a student is passing that
course and meets the University
regulations concerning student
dishonesty.
"It seems obvious to me," said
Weaver, that the automatic "W"
~ill have the greatest impact,
simply because of tens of
thousands of students who drop
courses each semester." He
termed the new policy "a real
liberalization," saying that
"students won't feel under so
much pressure."
He pointed out, however, that
the new drop policy, along with
other new grade regulations, has
some "potentially bad
implications." "A student may
feel uncertain about a course and
take a 'W' when he has a perfectly
good passing grade."
The second most important
change in grading, said Weaver, is
a new policy which allows a
student to let an incomplete btradlo'
(I) remain on record. By the
present system, the "I" reverts to
"F" if not removed by the end of
the semester following that in
which a student received the "I",
or at the end of four semesters if
the student does not re-enroll
immediately.
Weaver said the new regulation
will help many, but "can be
misused." A person has to make
up the course under the present
system but now he may decide to
let the "I" stand, "delaying
progress toward his degree."
Another new grade policy of
importance allows a student to

<
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high·levcl Chinese delegation and
the joint Chinese- Vietnamese
communique in themselves
comprise a stronger warning than
China issued before its volunteers
lo'ntered Korea 20 years agn. This
time China is not using diplomatic
channels but instead is making its
position ki1own publicly so there
will be no mistaking its stand.
In the communique, Pl'emier
Chou Enlai pledged, "If American
imperialism continues its
extensio11 of the war of aggression
in Indochina, the Chin£>se people
will have the resolution to take all
necessa!'y measures. They will not
even hesitate to make the greatest
national sacrifices for supporting
and aiding by all their forces the
Vietnamese people and other
Indochinese peoples pursuing
their fight t111til complete victory
oveJ• the Americau agg1·essors ... "
Burchett reports in the
Guardian China suspects Nixon of
plotting to use nuclear weapons in
Indochina, thus giving added
significance to Chinese to the
United States.

Photo by Barbara Morgan

Education

"This is what education is all about," said Jim Gambone as he
lectured to an educational foundations class on the Mall.
Gambone invited the crowd of onlookers to "sit in on the class
any time" since he would hold his lectures on the Mall for the rest of
the semester. Gambone spoke to his registered pupils and about 75
students who sat on benches or just stood around listening.
Dogs, bicycles and people walking by didn't seem to disrupt the
class in its unusual location.

•
LaW School Dean Claims
ROR Program to Continue

Congress Reacts to Nixon's Plan
Praise, Criticize Intervention in Calley Case

..

WASHING T 0 N ( UP I) Members of Congress, crossing
party lines, split sharply Monday
over the case of 1st Lt. William E.
Calley Jr. and President Nixon's
plan to make the final decision on
his punishment.
Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott praised Nixon's
announced intervention in the
case, but his GOP colleague, Sen.
Jacob K. Javits of New York, saiu
Americans were wrongly being
encouraged to honor the
convicted murderer.
Sen. Adlai E. Stevenson III,
D-Ill., said if Calley is guilty of
slaying South Vietnamese civilians
at My f Lai as the court martial
determined, he "must pay the
penalty."
But in the House, Rep. Ed
Edmondson, D-Okla., introduced
a resolution calling on Congress to
urge a full pardon for Calley, who
was sentenced to life in prison.
Scott told reporters that Nixon,
in deciding to interwne in the
case, was acting within his
authority as Commander • In Chief of all U.S. military forces.
Nixon, said Scott, "intervened
in response to t>normous public
reaction in the case . . . thm·e is
UGI:ITfi'EIGllT FOODS
FOR
OL'TDOORSMEN
FREMONT'S FINE FOODS
CORONADO CENTER

nothing political contemplated in
his ultimate review."
In a Senate speech, Javits
defended the guilty verdict,
contending the United States had
told the world "we don't observe
the gook rule, treating orientals as
subhuman."
Javits said in the name of
"mercy and compassion," he
hoped the life sentence would be
shortened, but that Americans
were mistakenly being urged to
give Calley "medals, marhces and
honor."
"This is not patriotism, but
anti-patriotism," said Javits,
Stevenson told a news
conference that he did not know
what Nixon intended to do in the
case and added: "I don't know
whether he knows what he's
doing."
"The country must retain its
senses," Stevenson said, "and it's
getting precious little help from
the politicians."
Others responsible for My Lai
crimes also "must be brought to

trial," Stevenson said. "You can't
excuse the man who pulled the
trigger without also excusing the
man who gave the order."
At another news conference, a
psychiatrist who examined Calley
said the officer was not guilty of
any crime in the My Lai killings
because he "was not willfully and
knowingly committing a wrongful
act."
Dr. Wilbur A. Hamman of
Alexandria, Va., who appeared as
a defense witness in Calley's court
martial, said, "I don't believe he
was guilty of any crime except
bad judgement,"
------Rabbits have long ears to
maintain their body temperature
under extreme weather
conditions. In cold weather, they
flatten their ears against their
body, reducing the surface area.
In hot weather, they extend the
ears away from the body to
radiate away much of the excess
heat they absorb.

'
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Brisk Business
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Sl1utdown of Brig Requested

Vets Fail to Surrender
Vietnam Veterans Against the
War (VV A W) rescheduled their
smrender for war crimes to Sandia
Base Provost Marshal Lt. Col. D.
G. Bevins for 11 a.m. today.
They had announced their
intention to surrender on
Monday, but were unable to
organize in time.

j)

VV A W member Bob Maland
explained "We're a small number
of people with a big job."
Presently, VVAW chapters all
over the country are preparing for
a march on Washington, D.C. later
this month. Maland said the
march took precedence over all
other projects now in progress.

by;-n;.;c;h,;;,~~~

NEW YORK, N.Y. (CPS)- A
Bronx congressman has called for
the immediate shutdown of the

Consumer Affairs Office
Hears Student Complaints

UNM's Zimmerman library
was awarded a $10,000 grant
from tht> National Science
Foundation (NSF) and hopes to
spend thr money on scientific
volumes with an emphasis on
ecological subjects.
"There arc many subjects in the
field of environment and ecology
that would serve several of the
sci<>nces," said Ken Olson,
Zimmerman's Sci<'nC<' and
engineering bibliographer. "We
have a backlog of desired and
request••d books that could be
hought with the NSF grant
money.
"There are hundreds of books
in tlw field of ecology and the
environment that we would like
to havP." The cost for the books
would be in the thousands of
dollars sine!' t lw avl'ragt> technical
book "costs about $17," hC'
addt•d.
Olson said he wants to talk
with environmental sciences
faculty and see what type of
books they are interested in. "Not
all of the books will be technical,
so students not specializing in the
sciences will be able to enjoy
them," he said.
NSF grant money will he
released to the library after July
1, and David Kelley, director of
the general library said we "can
certainly use the money,"

ASUNl\1 has opened an office
of consumer affairs to servl' •.ts an
ear for student complaints, a
referral service for consumer
problt•ms and an information
center.
The office, located in the
Union, room 243 is open daily
H: 30 a.m. to noon and 3 to 5
p.m., phone 552/l. "Wr! hope
!'ventually to have somcone lwre
all the time," said Frank Galh•gos,
the new co-ordinator of cmlsUm<•r
affairs.
"We ar!' currently coiiPcting
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Plenty of Private Parking, walk to class

Officers Complain of Illegal Drug Use

Just doing his thing, UNM
student Jim Chavez tries to earn
money for a spring break trip to
Mexico by selling pottery and
candles to passers·by on the mall.
Chavez and others have earned a
little extra cash vending trinkets
outside the Union.

· M
Enrmng
l oncy

vc>r.sity of New Mexico.

Zirnrnennan Library
Gets $10,000 Grant

information on obtaining stud<•nt
discounts from Albuquerque
merchants," said Gallegos. He
prPdictPd that the information
will bt• ready after spring vuea lion.
"Wt• also have some limit<'d
information on lrav<'l," h<• added.
Gall<' j:(os sees the office as
functioning mainly in rt>sponse to
particular stud<'tlt problPms. "The
only way this office is going to
function is for pt>ople to comt• to
us. WI' can't go out and look for
them," lw said.
Wlwn stud<'nts come to us with
complaints about unscrupulous
landlords or nwrchants, Gall<'gos
t•xplain<>d, we can n•fer tlwm to
the Clinical Law Program or
advise them on a course of action.
Gallegos plans to put out a
monthly newsletter about student
discounts and "things to watch
out for".
At present the office has
brochures on what to look for in
contracts, hints on buying used
cars, and how to assess door · to door salesmen, Gallegos said. He
added, "I wish we had one on
tenants. W<' have a lot of
problems, especially here in the
campus community, on tenant owner relationships."
Now you can't write in this
space.

Jheads

lhe College Inn
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243-2881

Com·trous service with
a colll1Jlote linr of mountcdnccrinu gca1·.
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1406 EUBANK BLyD., N.E.

AI/ your friends have decided to
wear short shorts. You really don't
like the look. Do you follow the

gang?
Yes 0

Non

2. You've just met a marvelous,
interesting guy who's shorter than
you. Would you be embarrassed
to go out with him?
Nor::

r::;

No '::

4.

All the charts say you're 10
pounds overweight. You feel fine
and your clothes look well. Do
you diet anyway?

Yes :-::; No r-;

Yes rJ NoD

lheads

Go Cheap!

.I

1.

5. You appreciate all kinds of
music. Except opera. Do you think
you should listen anyway because
it's "the thing to do"?

Same heads. Same blades.
Same close shaves. An
inexpensive shaver with
an expem;ive shave.

Irving

Rf'nl Your
CamjJing
Equi jmwnl

7:00-9:30

Answer Yes or No.

Yes

HRI•:AK

lfAYf
DUNA~
~ ................. ~

How do you
rate as an
indepe11dent
thinkerP

obliged to accept?

FOR SPR!1'\G

BBST SUPPORTING ACTOR · ~W~zom

by Jerman Tjarks, a visiting
professor from Argentina, April 7
at 7 p.m. in the Honors Cent!'r.
Tlwrc will lw a question - answ\'r
p(!riod followin1; ihe sp<,;ech,
which is free and open to the
public.

again by a group of nice but
uninteresting people. Do you feel

90-slot design that lets you shave up
to 50<;"0 faster than any previous
Norelco. Floating heads that
follow your face. Pop-out trimmer for sideburns. And more.

The new N oreleo
'Il-ipleheader III. Now
with micro-thin heads
that shave you up to
44% closer. A new

The new Speedshaver"' II. With
one less head. And a very small
price. But otherwise, just like
the Tripleheader.

GADIMYAIBD

Latin American Fomm

A pl·esentntion or "Peronismo
A l''orce of Political and
Economie Change," will Ill' givt•n

Yes 0

IS NOMINATED FOR

Fall reservations arc now being accepted. Stop by now for best room selection
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Now you can't write in this
space.

jail," saiu Christopher .
"It also gives tht> law student
the opportunity l.o dt>al with real
life situations in jnils and the
courts. A lawyer ou~hi to know
what the inside of a jail smells
like."
The ROR prog1·am was set up
to deal with minor offenses and
tu1·ns all t.he information obtained
over to t.he jud~es for use at their
discretion.

3. You've been invited to dinner

J

"LITTLE II& ~fAN~)

Swimming Pool-Air Concliti01Jing-Color 'l'.V.-Competitivcly priced

303 Ash St. NE

readily available at the hospital,
which houses many wounded
Vietnam veterans.
"It's a shame that our wounded
vets have to be exposed to further
temptations to use narcotics," he
said of the huge Naval hospital. "I
have pressed for increased
treatment facilities for servicemen
who become addicted, but the
widespread use isn't making the
job any easier."
.
He said the Navy should close
the brig and move the prisoners,
most of whom are confined for
being "over the hill," elsewhere.

•,
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Recreation and Study Lounges-Twenty delidom meals a week

Navy's "Brooklyn brig" and
investigation of the U.S. Naval
Hospital here, both because of
widespread use of illegal drugs.
Rep, Mario Biaggi saiu he had
spoken personally with Navy and
Marine prisoners. They told him
naL·cotics, including heroin, could
be readily obtained at botll the
brig and the hospital.
"Prisoners obtain narcotcs by
just fishing out the windows with
a hunk of string and a piece of
bed~pdng," Biaggi said. "The brig
is in a high crime area and even
the officers who run it have
complained."
Prisoners told Binggi heroin was

•r

:\I aid and Linen Service-Close to Campus

Private and Semi-Private Rooms-Laundry farilitie.~

The UNM branch of the Albuquerque Bank of Commerce did a
brisk business yesterday as students withdrew an estimated $30,000
to finance spring vacations to far away places or just back home to
visit the folks. One bank teller faced with the horde of students just
said, '"Wowt"

"Everybody agrees ilH" Release
on Recognizance (ROR) is a good
program. We've just run into a
logistics problem."
Law School Dean Thomas
Christopher said he thinks it is
only a "matter of time" until city
judges and law students can work
out a mutually favorable
arrangement in which the H.OR
program can be continued.
The program has been
operating since the b<'ginning of
the school year under the Clinical
Law Program. Law students
interview arrested people in city
jail to determine the background
of their case. They suhmit the
results of the interview lo
municipal and district judges.
The program had run into
trouble early this year when
students were not able to obtain
fi I es and interview people to
determine who was . in need of
being released without bail before
arraignmenl.
Last week law students stopped
interviewing imprisoned people.
"I have no doubt the ROR
program will get rolling again,"
said Christopher.
"Nobody is trying to destroy
the program. We just have to work
out a time when fulltimc law
students will be able to do the job
of interviewing."
The program has been under
attack earlier this year from
District Attorney Alexander
Sceresse and a number of people
in the magistrate's court.
Christopher said tht• ROR
program filled a much needed
service by determining those poor
people who are unable to post
bond.
"By letting a poor person out
of jail on his own recognizance, he
can support and be with his
family. This means there is no
need for his family to go on relief
and no need for the taxpayers to
support this man while he is in

Worldwide voltage selector.
Heads that flip up for easy
cleaning. Even a handsome
metal travel ease.
Noreleo. Very easy to take.

Irving doesn't shave. But
if he ever changes his mind,
Norelco will be ready. We'll
even make it easy. With 18
self-sharpening blades.

#ore/co"'"'

1971 North American Philips Corporation, 1 OD
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If you've answered "No" to three
or more questions, you really
rate as an independent thinker.
Another example of your independent thinking: You use
Tampax tampons .
Why Tampax tampons? Because, when you compare them
all, only Tampax tampons give
you these advantages: Each
Tampax tampon comes in a
si Iken-smooth container-a pplicator. Both applicator and tampon
can be flushed away. No unwieldy stick or plastic tube to
dispose of.
Worn intern.ally, Tampax tampons are completely comfortable. Can't chafe, cause odor or
irritate like bulky pads. Tampax
tampons. They make every day
of the year Independence Day .
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Drug Arrests Continue in Mexi·co

Teaching Style Changes
For Fine Arts Colleges

Many Young Americans Face Long Prison Terms
MEXICO CI'l'Y (UPI)- Young
Americans who come to Mexico
seeking narcotics often end their
vacation under arrest and facing
up to 12 years in prison.
U.S. embassy officials said 190
Americans, mostly between 18
and 25, were in Mexican jails on
narcotics charges as of March 1.
The total was 187 last June.
More Americans are serving
time in Mexico for drug offenses
than in any country outside the
United States, the officials said.
U.S. Ambassador Robert H.
McBride publicly warned
Americans last year to obey
Mexican Narcotics Laws. Despite
the diplomat's appeal, the arrests
are continuing.
"Just a few years ago, the belief
was that you could get drugs
easily and cheaply here, without
any difficulty from the Mexican
government," ·.a U.S. official said
in an interview. "That is not true
now. The Mexican government is
cracking down."
He added: "The best advice for
any American who wants to stay
out of trouble in Mexico is to stay
far, far away from any kind of
narcotics."
The official attributed the
rising number of drug·related
arrests to vigorous action by the
Mexican army, which has been
spearheading the anti-narcotics
drive for the last year.
Under Mexican law, possession
of marijuana is punishable by
from 2·9 years in prison and an
$800 fine. Dealing in the drug
carries a 3·12 year sentence and a
$1,600 fine.
In a typical case, two 21 • year •
old American students, convicted
of possession and dealing in
mariJUana, were sentenced to
seven and a half years. The
government also confiscated their
automobile, in which narcotics
were found.
Another American convicted
on a marijuana charge is serving
nine years at forced labor on the
Isla Maria, a penal colony in the
Pacific Ocean.

The U.S. Embassy can offer
little assistance to an American
arrested on a drug charge.
"All we are able to do is to
make sure the American recieves
the same rights as a Mexican and
to make our interest in the case
known to the government," the
U.S. official said.
The embassy then offers the
accused American a lawyer from a
list prepared by U.S. official. A
consular officer visits the suspect
in prison about once a month to
check on his condition.
In narcotics cases, the official
noted, bail is not permitted until
trial, which generally occurs from
six to eight months after arrest.
"This means even the innocent
have no chance of leaving prison
for a long time," he said.

Americans sentenced to less
than five years are released under
a bond ranging up to $4,000 and
immediately deported. More than
1 100 Americans were deported
f;om Mexico for narcotics
violations in 1969.
The official said prison "has
been a pretty rough experience"
for most of the Americans. He
said U.S. citizens in rural jails
frequently complain of brutality.
"We have been unable to
substantiate a single charge," he
said.
Americans awaiting trial, he
said, can pay for better food and
more privileges than Mexican
inmates. "That is the way of life
here," he said. But he s!iid little
can be done to Improve
conditions of Americans serving
long·term sentences,

Ugly Man Contest SetAprill9
A keg of beer and the title of
"ugly man" will go to the man or
woman winning the Ugly Man on
Campus contest which runs from
April 19·23 sponsored by Alpha
Phi Omega, a UNM service
fraternity.
An annual event at UNM the
Ugly Man contest has been
opened to women entrants, not
only to promote equality of the
sexes, but to earn money for
donation to the free clinic.
The clinic is an organization set
up to give medical aid to New
Mexicans living in isolated rural
areas not near hospitals and
emergency facilities.
"Entrants are badly needed.
Students representing campus
organizations from fraternities
and sororities to dormitories are
eligible to enter," said Stu Drager,
an Alpha Phi Omega member.
Pictures will be taken of all
entrants and will be posted in the
Union with jars underneath each
to collect "votes" or monetary
contributions. The winner will be
the person whose jar has the most
money in it.

This year the competition will
be concluded by a movie to be
shown in anthropology 101. The
movie "Wait until Dark" will
hopefully "bring in $1000 if we
can fill all the seats," said Prager.
Admission is 50 cents. Students
seeking tickets or contest entry
should go to the coat check room
in the Union lobby.

Strange Debate
CARSON CITY, Nev.
(UPI)-The State Senate Judiciary
Committee had a 20-minute
debate on a plan to place the
governor and lieutenant governor
on the same ticket in elections.
They finally killed the proposed
constitutional amendment Friday.
They then discovered the bill
had not been referred to their
committee after all, but had gone
instead to the Government Affairs
Committee.
But three members of the
judiciary committee were on the
Government Affairs Committee,
too, so when it met later in the
day, they skipped the debate and
killed the proposal again.

Clarifies Rules Conference Room Usage

Colleges of fine arts at in their life dealing with the fine
universities throughout the nation arts or baseball, they just serve a
are heading towards a more different role."
rigorous, yet more honest
Morrison came to UNM as a
approach in education, a theater consultant to the University's
specialist who visited UNM said. . program in drama and the related
This approach is analogous to performing arts, and met with
the sports world, added Jack students, faculty and others
Morrison, who was at UNM April interested in these fields.
1-3.
He is associate director o~ the
White a child is in the arts in education program for the
elementary grades he's likely to JDR 3rd Fund in New York, one
say to himself, "Someday I'm of a group of Rockefeller
going to be a Willie Mays," foundations.
Morrison explained.
Morrison also feels that the
And in the past, theater discrete barriers between the
students of various calibers were various fine arts "are not only
grouped together and treated breaking down" but artists
much the same, said Morrisou, a belonging to these different areas
former dean of the College of are beginning to work together.
Fine Arts at Ohio University.
Multi-media productions are
Instructors were guilty of "leading the result. "You can say one thing
on" some of their students more effectively if you use
because of this.
movement, sound, color and
But now students with real space" as opposed to just one
potential as professional actors are media, Morrison said.
being grouped separately more
Since multi-media shows seem
often. Those who don't have the to be the coming thing fine arts
"stuff" to become professional students should not only have
actors know it, just as people cut their "core" interest but they
from a high school baseball team must look at other aspects of the
abruptly lose their childhood fine arts, he sai.d.
reverie of becoming a major
Morrison also has ideas about
league star.
the theater's future.
"If there is to continue to be
This, although it may seem
cruel and unfair at first, is a more living theater (stage plays) it needs
honest and healthy approach to to be with the intensity that
education in the fine arts, said makes it worth it," began
Morrison, at the University of Morrison.
California at Los Angeles.
"Just like in sports, some
TRADE THIS!
people ·aren't any less important
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Union Board Circulates Memo

Dustin Hoffman shown in
several scenes from his latest
movie "Little Big Man," in which
he portrays an Indian - Jack
Crabb. Hoffman stars as a
vagabond of the West in the film
directed by Arthur Penn; also
starring Faye Dunaway.

Hoffman

The Union Board has recently
circulated a memorandum
clarifying policies for use of
Union conference rooms,
including a new regulation
requesting reservation of rooms at
least one day in advance.
Union director, Ron Baum,
said, "Before, rooms were
requested as late as 10 minutes
before they were needed. Now a
completed reservation ·l)rm must
be completed by 4 p.m. on the
previous day, unless a Sun.:'v or
Monday meeting is involved, then
it's 2 p.m. of the previous day.
This is the only real change in
policy."
Recognized student and faculty
organizations, student government
boards and committees, official
department and divisions of
colleges, official ad hoc
committees of student
government and colleges, and any

Dustin Hoffman Amazing
In 'Little Big Man' Role
Despite its several flaws, "Little
Big Man" (playinf,i to turn-away
crowds at Loew's Theater) is one
helluva movie.
Though it has gotten rave
reivews nationwide, I wouldn't be
surprised if it also got quite a
number of slashes for attempting
to do too many things.
Not that they don't have the
time to do them in - the two
hour and 20 minute length is
alone enough to make you think
you've sat through an epic. This
recounting of 20 years in the life
of Jack Crabb - S!'l~·proclaimed
sole white survivor of Custer's
Last Stand- is indeed of epic
proportions, but is it comic or
tragic? Ilistoric or contemporary?
Anti-white or merely pro-Indian?
An insight through the Indian
myth or a mockery of their
lifestyle?
It's all those plus a few more as
the mood skips around as
drastically as the scenes flash from
darkness to harsh daylight. If
you're white you leave the theater
disgusted with your forebears and
practically wishing you could
change the color of your skin, but
you laugh out loud a moment
later as you recall some hilarious
scene.
"Little Big Man" doesn't
succeed as a classic comedy, nor
as the perfect social commentary;
but it does succeed, due largely to
the prodigious acting talents of
Dustin Hoffman and Chief Dan
George.
Hoffman is truly amazing.
After proving in "Midnight
Cowboy" that the awkward,
confused Graduate isn't the limit
of his abilities, he slips back into
such a characterization several
times in this movie while also
hitting just about every other
emotion and character in the
book. He goes through at least 10
roles from Indian brave to U.S.
Arm'y scout to gunfighter to
hermit.
There is pll'nty of blood, but
not so graphically presl'ntcd ns in

other organization officially
affiliated with UNM are
authorized to use these
conference rooms.
Food or beverages, not
previously specified, will not be
allowed. Refreshments may be
made available through the Union
Food Service, however.

Joint Carrying
MEXICO CITY (UPI)-The
Mexican Supreme Court in a
precedent-setting decision ruled
that a person may carry a
maximum of three marijuana
cigarets weighing a total of 40
grams without committing a
crime.
Four ministers of the court's
penal chamber presided over by
Minister Mario G. Rebolledo
voted unanimously in favor of this
interpretation of the Mexican
penal code.

No charge will be made fOI'
rooms, unless damage or an
exceptional amount of disorder is
caused, and they must be vacated
at a scheduled time for cleanup
and future preparations.
Rooms reserved and cancelled
without notification may cause
loss of reserving privileges.
Specific rooms may be requested
but assurance of these rooms
cannot be made.
Conference rooms will not
normally be reserved more than
four weeks in advance or for more
than three events in a row.
SUMMER TUTORING
2 to 4 Hours per week
Men- Thur. Mornings
for more Information Call
242-1056
277-4816

For peoP-le with more
sense than money.

"Soldier Blue," and not covering
the screen every minute so as to
depress you completely. The
Indians, and in particular the
Cheyenne, is presented in the
most favorable and least
condescending light I've seen yet.
An exception is the way the
homosexual Little Horse bends
over backwards to let his lisping
tongue get wrapped around his
limp wrist; it's overdone, but the
Indian still comes out looking a
lot more humane in the way he
regards the homosexual in his
society.
Granted that the U.S. Army in
the West at this time, and
especially Gen. George A. Custer,
were prl'tty abominable creatures,
but I couldn't help wondering if
some of their bad characteristics
weren't also a little overplayed.
Richard Mulligan actually is
outstanding as the egomaniac
Custer.
Chief Dan George certainly
deserves his nomination as best
supporting actor; his dignity and
wisdom are such that putting a
white man in this part would have
been a travesty.
If there is anyone around who
can't stand Dustin Hoffman, they
should stay away from "Little Big
Man." I recommend it
unreservedly to everyone else as
one of the best movies I've ever
seen. When you go, take a
militarist with you; hopefully, as a
bonus, this film may turn a few
heads around about My Lai and
war in general.
Charles Andrews

••
The Honda is one of the best car
bargains going today.
For a mere pittance, you get it all.
Air-cooled, four-stroke single overhead cam engine. Self-adjusting front
power disc brakes. Rack-and-pinion
steering. Flow-thru ventilation. Front
bucket seats with headrests. Frontwheel drive. The kind of road-hugging
maneuverability normally found on
more expensive cars. And the kind of
gas mileage that sends service station
attendants running for cover.

$1395
Port of Entry

The Monda Car.

Growing Grass
HOT SPRINGS, Ark.
(UPI)-The former police chief of
this resort city has been sentenced
to five years in prison and fined
$2000 for possession of
marijuana. Ronald Crutchfiled
received the maximum sentence
under Arkansas law. He was
convicted of growing the
marijuana in a field about two
miles fl'Om the city.

See your local HONDA Auto Dealer

DAN ELY BUICK-GMC, INC·
280 I Carlisle NE

345-2551

ASUNM SPRING ELECTIONS

Apri I 28
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10 Senate Seats
ASUNM Vice-President
ASUNM President
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STEREOSONIC EQUIPMENT

Qualifications:
Must be a member of ASUNM
Must be in good academic standing
Must have been at UNM for at
least one complete semester

1-Scott 382C AM/FM
2-year warranty

ster~o

receive< 100 watto

Stereo head phones: Dual Cone

2-EMI Zodiac 307 stereo speakers 10" woofer
5·year warranty

Super tweeter control
reg. $18.88

!-Garrard SL72 w/bas<>, dust cover and Pickering or Shure cartridge 1-year warranty

Pick up petitions between April 1 and April 7
in the Student Gov. Offices, New Mexico Union.
Petitions must be turned in by 5 p.m. on April 7.

8.J>5

REGULAR $52.5.80 fe>r onlr '$445.80
1·-Monarch AM/FM stereo
Two·year warranty
2-EMI Zodiac 307 stereo speaker~ 10" woofer
Five·year warranty
1-BSR record changer w/base, dust cover ancl
Shun• magnetic cartridge !-year warranty
REGULAR $426.80 for only $339.80

Register

1st

Page 4

of store

prize

1-Harmon Kardon 330 AM/FM receiver 90
watts
2-year warranty
2-HK 20 stereo speakers 5·year Warranty
1-Harmon Kardon auto changer complete 1·
year warranty
REGUlAR $379.80 for only $319.80

the new
L
AM - FM s·,ereo

r""ceiver
.. 2
"

!-Concord AM/FM stereo receiver ISO walls
2-year warranty
2-Univenity Sauncl Project M speakers 10"
woofer
5·Y•"r warranty
1-BSR record changer w/base, dust cover cmd
Shure cartridge 1-yearwarranty
REGULAR $719.80 for only $579.80

stereo

speakers
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Lobo Bats Beating Old Records

Sports

If Coach Bob Leigh's high scoring baseball team can
continue hitting at the torrid pace
already set, several reco1·ds could
be set by the time their 19 71
WAC schedule gets tmder way.

The bat-wielding Wolfpack, led
by outfielder Bob Faford and
second baseman Kenny Johnson,
both of whom are batting .459,
has collected 256 runs on 297 hits
compared to 157 and 221,
respectively, for the opponents.
Faford and Johnson both have
hit safely 39 times in 85 official
appearances at the plate. Sewral
other batters are above the .300
marie Outfielder Rick Wicks, still
recovering from a knee injury, is
hitt.inl( 897, while third sacker
Larry Minarsich has hit safely 35
times in 92 trips for a .aso
average. Freshman Ron Adait·, a
first baseman who doubles on the
mound in relief, is hitting .363 for

the season, and has a 2-0 won lost record from the mound.
Johnson, who has eight triples
this season to his credit, may be
breaking the old standard set by
Jim Johnston in 1968 with 11,
and the team, with 37 triples
already logged, could readily pass
the mark of 42 set back in 1966.
The 1967 Lobo squad has 67
doubles to its name, while this
season's Lobos already have hit
49.
Minarsich is leading the team in
stolen bases with 11, and is one
b<•hind Wicks in Llw Runsbatted- in column with 28.
Johnson has scored 4 2 t'Uns !'or
t h '' Lobos, with Fafot·d close
behind at 35. Faford and Adair
Ul'e titld with fom homPrs each,
but Adair has a one mn edgl' over
Johnson in the RBI column with
23.
In pitching, the Lobos possPss n
5.17 earned - run · average,

(ERA), as compared with an 8.21
for the opponents. Tops
individually i'1 this department is
Adair, (2-0) who has a 1.4 7 ERA.
Bill Irwin (2-1) has a 3.57, and
senior lefty ,Jim Kremmel (2-4)
sports a 4.23 ERA.

GSA Budget Hearings
The GSA Budget and Finance
Committee will hold hearings for
the 1971-72 budget, April 27-28.
Any organizations desiring to
request funds please contact the
GSA office to make an
appointment.

The Lobos' run scoring talents
will be put to good use against the
likes of conference foes Arizona
State, almost a regular in the top
three, of final WAC standings. The
WAC slate begins Friday with a
game at Lobo field against
Wyoming.
The Lobos arP slated for a
three- !(arne sel'iPs with Wyoming
this wet•kend after l'inishing up
their seri<>s with WPs\ TPxas Stat''
today at 3 p.m. at Lobo Fi(']d.
Tlw first !(aml' of the Cowboy
seri<•s is slated for 1:00 p.m. at
Lobo field Friday and a twin bill
at tho AlbuquPrquP Sports
Stadium at noon.

War Resistance Films
A film sponsmed by Vietnam
Vets Against the War called
"Winter Soldier '71," will be
shown April 7 at 7 and 8 p.m. at
the Newman Center. For more
information call 268-8871.

Chicano Stadies Discussion
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon
will speak on "Chicano Music,"
April 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Chicano Studies Center, 815
Roma NE. Everyone is welcome.

Johansson, Thrower With New Twist
By JIM PENSIERO
For many students the term
athlete is used liberally to describe
the granite - faced buffalo's who
strut menancingly across the
campus with a panty-hosed
goddess at each side and a crimson
NM stamped on his chest. A more
common name for these
reincarnated Atlas' is "jock".
Unfortunately this stereotype is

TRADITION ...
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$6.5,0
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usually applied to the more
monstewus segment of college
athletes; the term jock being
almost synonymous with football
playe1·s and other big men.
But stereotyping is often a very
biased and dangewus practice and
in the case of athletes this is
especially dangerous. Let's take
Ulf Johansson for example.
Johansson is a junior majoring
in economics and attends UNM on
a full track scholarship. Although
such qualifications are not
particularly unusual the fact that
he is from Sweden, is a
championship billiard player and
can speak six languages increases
the interest in his story
accordingly.
A tall muscular javelin thrower
he was persuaded by Tom
Ericson, another Swedish track
star, to come to UNM three years

,---.-,~JI.Inf·
.

247-4347

FIRST and GOLD

ago to rl•place one of the fn·st two
Swedes to come herl'. Presently
there are nine Swedes at UNM on
track scholarships. When asked to
compare American· Swedish
lifestyles he saicl, "I rt>ally like it
hPn', compared to Sweden.
Amt>l'ican pPople m·e a little bit
more opPn, easil'r to come in
contact with than in Swl•den or
any European country."
His track career thus far has
mad!.' him a worthy addition to
the Lobo squad. Last year he
threw the javelin 256 feet, four
inches for the third best throw in
the United Stall's in 1070.
The UNI\1 community will have
anexceliPntopportunitytowatch
Johansson and teammate P<•r Eric
Smiding (who placed third in this
weekend's Texas Relays with a
throw of 235·1) in action when
they compete against Arizona
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PHOTO
POSTERS
Giant 24" x 36" Black
and White Poster of
your Favorite Picture.
Just send your bla&k
and white' or color snapshot for Speedy One
Week Service.

$398 eac h
3 posters of same
$10,00
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5604 MENAUL BLVD., N.E.
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. 87110

The Undergraduate Seminar Program
for
Semester I, 1971-72
A list of courses, with descriptions, is available now, in time
for pre-registration. The brochure can be picked Uil at the Hlmors
Center, SW corner of Zimmerman Library. There are some, also,
at the Information Desk in the Union. Full instructions for registering in one of these courses du!'ing the pre-registration period
are included in the brochure.
Some characteristic titles for next semester: "Social Science:
Social or Science?", "Sport and American Society," "The Sexual
Revolution: Fact or I~iction? '', "Parallel Environment!;," "The
Universe Next Door,'' "Revolutionary Feminism." There are
twenty-one courses altogether.

Teacher Evaluation
Any instructor wishing to have
his classes eva! uated in the
ASUNM teacher evaluation has
until 5 p.m. April 7 to tum in
req ucst forms. Completed forms
should be turned in at the
ASUNM offices second floor of
the Union.

State's Mark Murro, American
record holder.
But
b(•sidl's his
accomplishm!.'n(s with tlw jawlin
Johansson has a few olh<'r claims
to fame. This yt~ar he plac0d fifth
in tlw Threl' • Cushion Billiard
Regionals at Tempe, Ariz. Bt•caus<'
I am complet<'ly ignorant of the
cod<> or l'lhics in thn•e-cushion
billiards he had tl> explain the
ruJps ol' thL' !(anw to ffi(', "The
Pttl'lJOSt' is to hit thP CUC' ball into
the otlwr two balls, (therl' an•
thrPl' balls in tlw game) first
hitting three cushions. If you do
that you get a point and you
continue until you miss," he said.
ConcPrning his pprformancl' at tlw
Regionals hl• said, "I missed
fourth plac<' and a trip to tlw
national championships by .006. I
wasn't Loo happy about tlw
results but I think I will make it
to the finals rwxt yt•ar."
In ordPr to make tlw r<'gionals,
he had to partiripatP in tlw UNI\1
tournam0nt lwld in thl• games an•a
of th0 Union, a plac(' lw ofl<'n
frequents. Anotlwr tourney fm
thr<><>·Pushion is currPnlly !wing
run but Iw said anothl'r victory
owr eompl•titiun lw had just beat,
"didn "t mali!• Sl'IISt>." In ordt•r to
play good compt•tition hP
soml'timt•s ~OPti to tlw Hael: •
Snooker downtown, "whL'l'(' sonw
of tho mPn have bl•Pn playin~ t]H'('
cushion fot· 20 Yl'ars." Johansson
said lw would compPte in UN:\1
regular billiard contest but added,
"I'm playing mostly for fun
because I'm not very good and
don't have much of a chance."

Tutoring
The U NM tutoring project
needs applicants for a ten week
summer progmm. There is no pay
for service, and students are asked
to donate two to four hours per
week to teach low achievement
children.
A training session begins the
we<>k of June 7. The program will
last from Jun<> H to Aug. 20. For
more information call 277-·1816
or 242-1056.

Revolu tionarv Nonviolence
A free u n (vNsity class on
n•volutionary nonviolenee will be
hPld April G at 7::10 p.m. in the
N<•wman C!'ntt•r. An hour tape by
contwvorsial priest, Dan Bt•l'rigan,
on draft filp destruction, call<>d
'' Th<> Holy Fugitive," will bt•
play!'d. The progmm is sponsored
by the War R<•sisH•rs L<'af.(LH' and
the Catholie P<•ac(• f('llowship.
I~~veryont). i.s \Velcon1P. F'ul" more
information call 2GH·I-lk'i I.

CLASSIFIED
UA"rgs: 7" lll't' ''"·ortl, ~0 \'r'Orcl minimum ($1.4h) }wr timt• l'Un. Jf ad is to
run fin• or mor(' <'Omwt'utin• tlnys with
nn rlmiH-':"t'J thP rat<" i-1 rrciU('{'tl to fit•
J•<>r word and th(' minimum numlll'r or
1'gltMS:

II

P.nymt~nt

ni~":ht, 7 days a W(•('k. f'um(~ ii!. and tal~.
North\\'(.•;.;t ''orrwr or Ma>a v l~ilU. 271ant:l. 4 19
!ioit YOUR- flar~;l "lax and
j"I"OnVt•Y t~purtsw(•ar.. l\lU!'lt lu.• in J::ood
t-.hapt•. The Rm~ Rhom1e. Cnll !!6X·2~23 for
apJ!ninlml•nt. 4 21
ui-Ei:"i• HAVI-: :\~n~iUt'A i"J~i.; jj,;J\~
''an Yitdlan1l>ct! For iuformntion~-buy
ant! rt•ml Th(• AmC'tirnn Vigilante by
Alarit· Urnnd(•n Pn~g, ~21 r'olumhus Ave.
Ho.-.. ton~ Mas~. CI21Hi. S4.!1t). it :l
iiXAl~LY-Tim sowr or ~work
vuu1• muth<'r hnd in mind for yon ••• sdl
th<• HAHIJ Tlli-U:S. See Grant nt 116 II
Ilarvn1'11 H.B. or rnll 25G-9706 •. ::.6.c_/3~NOTICE,:
CLASSU'IIZD ADS must
--~'~in ~Y 3~ P.~~--~o run the foJlo_\yi_ng dny~

(;"mr:S-:t"ASII

NlJ;r

ALL

2 1 LOST & FO l1ND

FOUND-- ~tJtt•!H'l'iption t:rl:tsl<l>:-< and l'n"t~ nt
Ynll• PJtrlc. 0\vnt.'r mny clnim in Um. 205,
.Tmtrnn.li~m l~hlg.

i·'i)1JNlllNTlli·:

l•'INI•: AIITS J,JURARY
nn- 'rUC"!-1. 1 n. tmir of blue- tinted t•onluct
lt>nHl'.S, Inctuire at ih~ front dt'::~k. tf/7
NI•iAci(r:JiinARY, Hmnll blnck
. ·- J~l~!.)!'~~i_tll tt;!t~ mtt~i_t_H:s.__ ~1?:~~~~(6

T:O...:;T:
;{)

sgRVICES

i·-Y-PfN(;! ---~iXl'NH_II_•;N_<_n-,;-IJ-, IBM

~~~trl;"
((•rm ltlllH'l'H, thC'Sl'!i. CiLll 266 .. 4906, 119

v

s.g, 4 ,12a
ACC<iUNTJNG MAJOR neell<•<1 to tulot• accounting lOG. Tel. 2GG-6179,
V16
n$Ht\r

JiC"oit' Hit.

I

Alumni

Association

I·~xecutiv~

Board; Union. roon1 230: noon
Campus Crusadl• Ior Chrisl~ Union,

room 250 B-C; 7 p.m.
Intt~rrobang;

Union, room 231 B·C:

7 p.m.
Lobo Christian F(.l'llowship; Union,.
room 231 B-C; 7:30p.m.

l\fountainl'('ring Club~ dis('Ussion of
sprinr, break trips: Union, romn 2GO
D-g; 7:30p.m.
KUNM: Union th~att<'! 8 p.m.
Cil'<'l<' K; Union, room 250·A: !1:15

p.m.

ADVERTISING
WIJJo;ItE: Journalism Buildinr::. Room
21_1iit nftt•rnoonH tlr~f~rnbls or mail.
Cla~mifi<'il

Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.ll!. gnoa
in~(lrtlon

or

advf.'>rtis('m(>nt

FORSALE

1971 HAMBUitGgns. Where1 FRONTIER
RESTAURANT nero,. from Popejoy
Hall. The latest in broiled food. Call 26605GO for orders to go. 7 :30 to 7 :30. 5/G
1971 SINGI<:It sgWJNG MACHINES.
nt'Vt'r h<.'en used. (7) fuJly <'{)Uippcd to

zit.t-ZnJ.!'. make buttonhole;. ctr. This iq n
first time off('r and they ·will go fast at
$4!1.91) api<'t>e. \Ve hn\"e threndf.'tl them
for your inspN"tion. United Freight
Snl<'s, 3!120 Snn Mntro, op~~~~-~to 9. 3;29
1966 MUSTANG CONVJo:RTIBI,I~. V~, 4spooc!, $10l1G. Corinne, 282-G\91. 4/7
~.r-rnu·;g NI-~\V 1!.171 Rt<>r<'o consoJ'"".,.-.-co-m-Pl<'tt• with Inrr:w ticlnx Gc.>rrnrd changer
and 4-Rp(':tk<'r sysh•m. SR7.50 t>aCh or
terms. United Freight Sales, 3920 Snn
Mntt•o; OP<>n 9 to 0. 4/5
1%1 PONTIAC STATIONWAGON. Runs
v.ood. lool'" s:ood. All !)OWer. 242·1124,
l>C"nny. ·i/7

KAWASAKI MACH III. 106~. 124 mph.
Pl•rfl"CL t•ondition. $GGO or best offcr. 277 ..
251N. 4/7
·-::---~..,.--~-
I,J<:VI CORDS I Navy, blaek, burs:nndy,
lH'ir;C', brown, green, autl bone. All nt
I.~olm Men's Shop, 2120 Central S.E. 4/fi

FM multip](•x lun<•t' und

1~Hl)C'Hlt<'J• RYH"

ltu::: iuputs for t.npt• nnd Jlhono.
$1W.nfi ut• t<•rms. tfnil('~l FJ'<•hrht Hnl<•s,
:w2o 1-=:ntt Mnh•o, nJt<•n ~~ lo 11. -~~~-----~

{f'111.

i•'lXAlif,J•i BltOKl~N-IN

J7r,,.,.

motorhitw.

SriO m.• '!nod hlc•yt•l<~ h1 il'ndl1• 222 VnHRnr,
4 !7
l.!lti7 nA"THfrN;--~ . ;J(~r-1~'-~(~f~l~,-. -<~~11 2GfJ-IiOG2
nrt<'J' r. pm, 417
-·-·----·---------. -·

FUN

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

medicine), government and
education.
More prosaic methods of using
computers to solve and avert
problems continue to make
headway in business. One of the
newest is an auditory warning
system marketed by Phonplex
division of It1strument System
Corp. Phonplex claims its system
is fas tc r and packaged more
compactly than its rivals and has a
bigger vocabulary.
It is designed to give automatic
oral warnings in plain English in
aircraft, in power plants and
factories and in hospitals and
schools.
Phonplex is intended as a
primary warning system or a
backup for visual systems such as
the huge array of meters and dials
on a console paneL Because such
panels often are so complex, the
operators become fatigued
monitering them. That can lead to
carelessness and s0rious trouble.

Every Tue. 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Cenlral al Univer>ily

FUN

FUN

the
best

23¢

HAMBURGER
in town
Henry's Drive-In
1916 Central9 am to 1 I am

1kopy korner

SIMMS BUILDING
247-4406

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
Reduclion Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to BW' :< 11
Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organizatjcn
~arts, oversized periodicals and book~;.

I•.O!t STUDENT
TRA VJtJL, trood income nnd diseount.c:;.

Send rt'sumc to Mr. Rnyt Anglo Amt:tri<"n

Sebring<!> I lair
Design for l\lcn

A.sso£"intion; 60A !lyle St., Nt.'WJlOrt, Isle
Wir!ht, gngltmd. 4/lD
MBN 01•' AJ,r, HADES w North Slope,
Aln!'tka und the! Yu1con 1 nround 82800.00 a
month. For comtJ]etc informntiot1 write
to Job Heoent•ch, P.O. Box 161, Stn. 3,
'l'oronto, Ont. gnclose $3.00 to cover cost.

ot

...

4;0

the hu.~itlt'5~ world. Chooi;<~ your own
hours. 8(.'11 non-tlOUutinr.- t>toducts to
hom<' :md iltduatry. Cull 2GG~2200. 4/7

7)
------·

..

IU:l'n~:Sl~NTA'flVI~

April 6, 3:30 & 8:00P.M., SUB Ballroom

li!CJDI~LING, ;;:;,;i lis:ht

*'*\**

Expert l,ong Ilair Design

ofllr(l wot•lc. $!WO. Aemc P('r.\'lonncl, 6300
~Contrl}_I_S~.I_•;._4_/0_.____~.·-~--

i•'JVJ;; NJ~W-:H'i;i4~H1•i(f ;~W"Iifi~·rH with AM ..

Farmington, Belen, Raton,
Espanola and Truth Ol'
Consequences,
About two-thirds of New
Mexico's population, some
660 000 people, are presently
havi~g their trash used as landfill
in the project.
Bryan Miller of the
Environmental Services Division
said New Mexicans living outside
communities served by the landfill
project will be able to get their
garbage buried too, as a result of
recent legislation which gives
counties authority to "establish a
system of collection and disposal
of refuse."
Mission 5000 should also help
cut down air pollution by
eliminating the need for
incinerators.
Until the advent of this project,
the only ways of getting rid of
milk cartons, old newspapers,
cigarette butts and all the other
junk that accumulates in a waste
basket were incineration,
collection in dumps and deposit
along the highways.
"Landfills," said Miller, "mean
garbage disposal ceases to be a
nuisance."
___ ...,.
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NEW YORK (UPI) - Can the
electronic computer be made to
think after all?
When the first computers were
built more than 20 years ago they
were popularly called "electronic
brains," but the scientists soon
warned that computers are only
super calculating machines. They
certainly can't think.
But now a firm in Colorado
Springs called Casyndekan says it
has
developed
a
computer
information system that is "the
first automated extension of the
human thinking process."
If you want to be technical,
that isn't an actual promise to
make a big box of gadgets think
like the human brain. However,
Casyndelcan's founders, Charles
Bowling and Prof. James Russell
of the U.S. Naval Academy,
promise a result about equal to
that.
They call their new information
system Zeus - Athena after the
Greek father of the gods and the
goddess of wisdom. They say it
enables computers for the first
time to process data conceptually
as the human mind does, which
comes very close to thinking.
They also claim Zeus - Athena
can retrieve data conceptually selecting related data and weeding
out the irrelevant as a human
researchet· would, something no
computer has done up to now.
Bowling and Russell say the
key to Zeus - Athena is their
universal set theory by which
information is not classified
according to its own field but to
many fields. They spent 18 years
working out the system. As a
result, they claim Zeus - Athena
can go far beyond other methods
of computer problem solving for
business, science (including

April G
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Pollution problems caused by
those unsightly garbage dumps are
being swept under the rug-or
more accurately, the topsoil.
A national voluntary project
called Mission 5000 aims at
turning trash into landfill, thus
burying 5000 gm·bage piles all
over the United States by 1972.
Cooperating with this project,
the New Mexico Health and Social
Services Department has
announced its intention of taking
32 rubbish heaps and laying them
to rest beneath the shifting dust
of the Land of Enchantment.
The project will help eliminate
rats, flies and, of course, losses in
real estate value for the land
adjacent to the burial sites.
Real estate agents have long
had a tough time getting top
prices for houses located next to
city dumps. With the new system,
no one will ever see the garbage
unless he digs it up-while
planting a tree in his front yard,
for instance.
Since the start of the project in
July 1970, New Mexico has
buried 19 trash heaps at towns
like Albuquerque, Clovis, Hobbs,

New Electronic Computer
Reasons Data Like Man

' !l!'illil!illll! II'II!Uillil'll!llllllillllllllllllllllllllll:lll:lll!llllll11111111:1 Ell II 11!!:1111111111

S'I'AH'l' YOUR OWN BUSINJ,SS in un
idc~d lorntion-The Conglomerate-just
off UniV'<'tsitY 011 Central. lnQllir~ nt
Hell Hot Panls, 1710 Ccntrnl S.B. 4/7
cor~I71·~GM STu.Di~N1.1 : Prcpnr(' 110\; for

-

The total number of German
deaths in World War I was
1,900,000.
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(iT~ItMAN AUTOMOTIVI<: (G015 Gibson

FOH SALE

Nursing Refresher
A five-week refresher course for
registered nurses in New Mexico
will be held at Bernalillo County
Medical Center (BCMC) April 19
through May 21.
Participants will gain clinical
experience by working in the
medical, surgical and intensive
care units of BCMC under hospital
staff supervision. Classes will be
conducted by physicians and
nurses from BCMC and the UNM
School of Medicine.
To qualify for participation,
nurses must be registered in New
Mexico and be in good physical
health. There is a registration fee
of $25.

Papil Personnel Worker

NURSgJtY, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
stllfT re<!rontion lender, cnll 294·04499 :00 to noon. 4/7

R.N., 11)JUne 2QH .. U10D}. SludC'nt disrount.
VW Rll~C'inlisl8; completP. VW rcrmirj
~- ~~t_!._~_n_te~t~~~~~~~1 1l_A'i_n~~ 4/2.cc1_ _~
'fY11 ING: tf'rm pnpcrA, lhcH(Ifh etc. Mrs.
Killlcnde. H!IH-3400, 4/6

A film called "I Am Joaquin"
will be shown at The Las Chicanas
Study Center, April 6 at 8:30
p.m. All Chicano students,
workers, and instructors are
invited.

Deadline for applications for
the UNM pupil personnel worker
training program is April 9. The
pro gram is designed to train
specialists to work with
low-income and low-achieving
students from the Albuquerque
area. The program is from June 12
to Aug. 6. A full academic year
will follow. For more information
contact Ignacio Cordova of the
UNM department of educational
administration.

51

Ht~.i~~;;-~.;;;ia~,:; ;;,i.I.;T;bt"t~ ~~d:

Las Chicanas Film

UNM will offer 703 courses in
47 departments and divisions
during the summer session June
14 to Aug. 6.
Registration for the summer
schedule of classes is June 12.
Nearly 6000 students are
expected for the summer session.
Last year the University taught
5740 students during the summer.
Classes will include
undergraduate and graduate
courses from most disciplines. In
addition this summer David Jones,
visiting science administrator, will
direct six classes in the public
administration division,
The human services division of
the University will offer 13
courses, including nine overseeing
on • the - job training of students.
Prospective students should
contact the UNM registrar for
further information and
application forms.

rnuf.t be made in fulJ prior to

IlERSONALS

AGCJUA:

In his three years in the UnitPd
States in the capacity of foreign
athlPte and stud<'n t Johansson has
had numerous opportunitit•s to
view America, t•spPeially iL~
education system and Swl'd<m 's.
'' Th c education standards ar<>
much higher than here. You work
a lot hard~>r but you learn a lot
mor£>," he said. A good examplP
of the quality of Swedish hi~h
schools is tho fact that he was
given credit in some 100 level
courses on entrance to UNl\1.
Another major difference is the
language requirements, "Our
instruction in English begins iu
third gradl!. In addi Lion you are
instructed in Oe1·man in tlw
seventh grade and French in the
eighth gradt!, You have the option
if you don't like French to take
Russian or Spanish," he said.
After graduatioll he plans to
remain at UNM and geL a masters
degree ill. Business Administration.
He also wants to help coach the
track team. Maybe graduate
school will be just as easy but
with the javelin to throw, pool
tournamcnL~ to be won and
American women to be conquered
I'm pretty sure he won't be bored.

NI~W MJ~XICO LOBO

Summer Classes

wcmLr 1·o lU.
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CAMPUS BRIEF§

National Voluntary Project
-Turns Trash Into Landfill

$Eg

No l\'cts, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, IIcat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For \leu or \'\.·omen
For t\ppoiu tmcn t C:1l1
z 55·(11 (>(j

l\IJSCELLANEOUS

i~AH'r~l'AI~TJ I S~tinnit y(>\;r--Po-~trY. fic-tion,
phototn•uphy ut• nrt '"'ot•k to th<! 1,hunclcr·
hil'<l. !loom 20r; -Journnlism Ilull<linr::.
't/lt,
-(llliLR-s.,.rAit1• .A ;l'I•Ml\llod~y·for mii~llY
DA YH. l•'or !m·thc-r in rormution rnll the
Hi~o:nm Chi HoU:-l<' • • • 242 ..000!.1. 4./7
i•(JJ~1itY:-w/~:N1'ioiii i~-;J,~;;ihlo lnclu;ion
in t'ooprrntivC!' volmnl'. Inrludc st..nmlicd
(•1\V(•hl))(', 1·~dilot•, Hox d<i4,.J,C, Whittier~
Calif. !10607. 4/6
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commentary

airplanes, these have been some of
the tangible results of Greece's
r e p 0 r t e d ' ' t r e n d t 0 w ar d
constitutionalorder":
• Prime Minister George
Papadopoulos' government released
some 300 political prisoners at
Christmas time but followed it with
a wave of arrests of opposition
members of the political left and
center.
•Greece ended its agreement with
the International Red Cross
permitting Red Cross representatives
to visit political prisoners.
•Greece also implemented some
sections of the constitution adopted
in September, 1968, but never fully
put into effect. Others, it was said,
would go into effect in coming
months. Included were guarantees of
privacy of correspondence,
relaxation of restrictions on trade

unions and right of assembly and
establishment of civilian judges and
juries.
Retention of martial law,
however, nullified most of the
reforms.
Critics of the Papadopoulos
regime declared that its n~ain
objective is to appease the Umted
States and that it has no intention of
restoring real civil liberties now or in
the foreseeable future.
Whatever the intentions of the
Greek military regime, there are also
these considerations:
'rhe case of Greece is not the first
in which the United States, under
both Democratic and Republican
presidents, has supported a military
regime against a possible alternative
of chaos and a take-over by the
politicalleft.
A current example is Brazil.

In G1'eece, the threat is the
growing strength of the Soviet Union
in the Eastern Mediterranean and the
MidEast.
And as the Greek military
government approaches the fourth
anniversary of its bloodless coup on
April 21, 1967, the nation can
demonstrate an impressive economic
growth.
Greece traditionally is an
agricultural nation, exporting
tobacco and other farm products.
But now industrial investments made
in the 1960's are paying off, and
exports of textiles, metals and
chemicals are responsible for nearly
half of last year's $620 million
export revenue.
Tourism is on the rise,
unemployment is declining and per
capita income has more than
doubled since 1960.

'They're Trying To Parole Him! Quick. Hide The Pension Fund!'

u.s.
Resumes Aid
To Greece

(Editor's Note: The following
three letters are part of the
continuing controversy about alleged
Kuomintang monopoly of Taiwan. I
hope this does something to clear up
the arguments for both sides, as the
deluge of letters in apparently
endless.)
Recently, there have been several
statements published in The Lobo,
regarding the delusion about our
country which might lead some
people the misunderstanding among
our friends. We felt that it is our
obligation to clarify the statements.
We are all like brothers and sisters
living in a big family. The purpose of
our coming to this country is to
receive an education and not to
involve ourselves in any of the
political affairs. The following
statements are presented as facts that
we, a group of Chinese on the
campus, have known by personal
experience for many years. All the
members of the Chinese Student
Association are Chinese regardless of
where they were born.
Taiwan is one of the provinces of
China. All the inhabitants, with the
exception 9f some natives, came
mainly fr.om the mainland China
within the past several hundred years
prior. to the 17th century. The
immigration continued until the
colonial occupation by the Japanese
in 1895 and was resumed after WWII

--

Seeking U nionizafion of U Employes
Labor Organiza.tion Returns After Unsuccessful Try Last Year

By SANDRA McGRAW
The Communications Workers
of America (CWA), a national
labor organization, is currently
working on campus to unionize
approximately 500 University
employes.
CWA last year campaigned
unsuccessfully, along with the
Carpenter's Union, for
unionization of the workers.
Employes voted down
unionization by a very small
margin in an election held June 3,
1970.
The Carpenter's Union was
scheduled to hold a meeting April
3 to discuss possibilities of joining
the campus race to unionization.
Representatives were not available
for comment as to the outcome of
the meeting.
Last year's effort was the first
time a move was made to organize
the non-professonal workers into
a bargaining unit, said Jerome
Bailey, an in tern a ti anal
representative for CWA.

Early in 1970, several Physical
Plant workers contacted CWA,
requesting unionization, Bailey
said. CWA approached the
University administration at that
time.
"Any permanent, full time staff
employe of the University of New
Mexico is free to join and assist
any labor organization of his own
choosing or to participate in the
formation of a new labor
organization, or to refrain from
any such activities," reads a policy
statement adopted at UNM last
spring.
Excepted from the
unionization are administrative
and supervisory personnel, faculty
members, parttime and temporary
employes, security personnel and
professional and technical
employes, says the statement of
University Labor-· Management
Relations passed May 22, 1970 by
the Regents.
Included in this unionization
procedure would be
non-supervisory workers including

physical plant employes, Union
employes and axiliary workers
(including dorm and food
workers.)

An election will probably be
held as "near to this June 3 as
possible," ·Bailey said. Lawrence
Yehle, director of personnel at
UNM said yesterday that there
had been no petition for election
yet this year.

"Once there has been a
determination by the University
of an appropriate bargaining unit
then if a labor organization shows
that it holds signed petitions or
representation authorizations
requesting a representation
election signed by at least 30
percent of the employes in the
unit, an election shall be held,"
the policy reads. Any other
organization which can solicit
"representation cards signed by at
least one percent of the employes
in that unit" may be placed on
the ballot upon their reque~t.
"Only one election may be held
in a unit in a 12 month period to
determine whether a labor
organization should become, or
continue to be recognized as, the
exclusive representative of the
employes in that unit," the
statement said.

"We have little doubt that these
employes will vote to have a
union in 1971," Bailey said.
Bailey contends that wages for
University workers are far below
those paid to workers in many
other fields.
"Schools and educational
institutions are fast assuming the
role of a public utilityfranchised to provide a certain
service to a community. That's
why we see no reason that
someone taking care of the
journalism building should work
for less than someone doing the
same job for a utility," Bailey
said.
Designation cards, authorizing
the union to represent the
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By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
Six months ago the United States
resumed full-scale military aid to
Greece, and the U.S. State
Department declared: "The trend
toward a constitutional order (in
Greece) has been established."
A small note of regret saying the
United States had "hoped for a more
rapid return to representative
government" suggested a victory for
Pentagon "reaHsm" in the U.S.
action over the forces of democratic
idealism in the State Department.
In any event, as the United States
resumed its shipments of tanks and
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employe, are cunently being
circulated by student Evans
Garcia.
The union "will give employes
a voice at the bargaining table to
discuss wages, working conditions
and benefits." The union will also
work as a grievance mechanism to
"settle differences in a prescribed
manner, not as dictated by
management," Bailey said.
The union, which is affiliated
with the AFL-CIO, was organized
30 years ago and has been in
Albuquerque since about 1942.
Approximately 92 percent of
the members are employees of the
Bell Telephone System. Others are
scattered over many areasincluding police, taxi-cab drivers,
and city, school and hospital
workers.
CWA, which is "essentially an
industrial trade group," has 1000
members in Albuquerque and
about 2000 in the entire state of
New Mexico.
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.i-\. SUN l\1 Bacl(s Insurance Plan
lVational Firm Sends Brochure to All Students
ASUNM is in the insurance
business.
A S U N M i s I e n d i n g i ts
sponsorship to promotion of a
youth-oriented insurance
campaign being conducted by a
Dallas-based firm.
The sponsorship provides for
the release of the student roster to
the underwriting firm, Republic
NaUonal I ..ifn Ins.::uranC!P Co ... and

in 1945. Taiwan province itself has for him to make any kind of
been an integral part of China and is criticism about Taiwan without
well-stated throughout the history of mistakes.
China. Therefore, any claim that
For instance, he thought that the
Taiwanese is not Chinese is absurd Taiwanese language and the Chinese
and ridiulous. Nearly all the residents language (Mandarin) were totally
now on the island are Chinese by different, as Spanish and English {he
ethnic, culture and language.
also pointed out in his second letter
Economic growth in Taiwan to The Lobo). In fact, what we call
province was started in the '60's. It Taiwanese language is a dialect
has very little to do with the spoken by the natives in southern
remnant Japanese industry on the Fukien, which is a province in
island after WWII. From 1951, the Southeastern China. There are a
Republic of China received economic great number of dialects in China but
assistance from the U.S. and was all of them are in the same writing.
terminated in 1965. Since then, the
Hill also said to me: "Please be
economic growth there had a careful, you know who I am." As far
tremendous raise at a rate of 10.5 as I am concerned, he is a non-degree
percent annually ~ through the years student here in the University.
1965-68 - the four-year period of
Last Friday, Norman K. Chen, an
economic development plan. employe in the State Public Health
Therefore, our great economic lab on the campus told Johnny Chen
success has strictly relied on the hard and John Wu that those two letters
work of the people on the island.
signed by William Hill were written
Civil rights are equal among every by him originally. I do not know
citizen in Taiwan province. For what is going on with Norman Chen
instance, there is no discrimination but it gives the answer of "Who is
whatsoever as in education, election William Hill?" He is nobody but a
and so forth. Local election is based tool to be used and thrown away by
upon the foundation of universal Norman Chen.
suffrage and secret ballot.
James K. J. Waung
We are very proud of our Chinese
heritage. We all realize thoroughly
The following is my response to
that China at present is facing a Mr. Chen's letter in the March 31
critical situation. Our country is like Lobo. Being Chinese myself I found
a boat sailing in a stormy sea and we his letter quite on the humorous
are all in the same boat. Thus, we side.
should not be moved by any
First I want to make it clear that I
obstacles that will interfere with our don't know too much about politics,
close relationship. Unity is strength. nor do I "play" politics. Therefore I
Nicholas Ng for the would like to talk only about
Chinese Student Ass. personalities. In Chen's "Whitewash''
he mentioned the "Taiwanese
The paraphasia of William Hill is Reply" in the March 24 Lobo, to
not difficult to understand when one which I would like to respond. I
is getting familiar with him.
don't understand Chen's basis for
Having talked with him for 40 saying that the Kuomintang (KMT)
minutes in the Union, I found out are trying to play the Taiwanese
that he has never been in Taiwan or against each other. After reading
mainland China and his knowledge through the "Taiwanese Reply"
about Taiwan (Republic of China) is several times I still cannot see the
so poor that it surely is impossible point of it. I think that the "group''
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which Chen refers to in his letter
consists merely of he and his wife (F.
Hwang whose letter appeared in the
March 23 Lobo). It is somewhat
misleading to the readers when two
letters from the same family are
passed off on them as being from
this so called "group."
One thing I am certain of though,
is that "most" of the Chinese on the
UNM campus are getting along very
well. We have never been concerned
whether or not a Taiwanese is
referred to as a Chinese or vice versa.
We have three or four meetings a
year which are attended by a great
majority of us. The rE'ason the Chens
have not attended is because they are
not students of UNM. Now this man
and his wife are trying to cause
trouble among us by presenting liPs
concerning us.
I personally agree with th<~
"Taiwanese Reply" of March 24 as
did the 10 people who signed it.
There was no "fear" involv('d with
any aspect of that letter and he who
implies so has been misinformed.
If all the politicians in our country
were in fact of the KMT we would
have something to be upset about,
but this is not the case; and just
because this is not the case~ it is
foolish to accuse the p('oplP who are
not KMT of not supporting the
government. If anyone is trying ~o
play the Taiwanese against each
other, it is Chen. After I have said all
this, although I don't quite know the
KMT, I think I will probably be
called one. With all due respect to
Chen, I would like to ask him to
leave the UNM campus to the
students and stop trying to cause
trouble among our fellow
countrymen.
The above are my own thoughts
ar~d views, and no one else's, unless
tliey happen to subscribe to them;
they are expressed with peace of
mind and without fear.
John C. Chen
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ornclal endorsement or the
offered plan in a mailing.
UNM students should receive
mailings this week on the plan.
The mailings included an
endorsement letter bearing the
signature of ASUNM President
Eric Nelson, the firm's brochure, a
business reply card and envelope.
The program backed by
ASUNM has no relation to the
health insurance plan offered to

students by the administration,
said Veme Curtis, administrative
assistant in the UNM business
office.
"It's the first time this has ever
happened," said Harold Lavender,
vice president for student affairs.
"My approval (of the program)
was necessary for the release of
the mailing list. We did so since it
was.
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sponsored project.
"We try to keep as much junk
mail as possible out of student's
boxes," he added.
Local insurance agent Larry
Lomako, who coordinated the
project with ASUNM, said he first
talked with Sen. John Boudreaux
in the "middle of January" and
presented the company's
insurance plans.
"Boudreaux was assigned to

check insurance programs
throughout the country to see if
one would be suitable to be
offered students through
ASUNM," Lomako said.
In the endorsement letter
signed by Nelson, the insurance
plan is lauded as "providing
excellent coverage with liberal
provisions for an exceptionally
low nric.e.

-·Tne plan 1s ctestgnect to
provide students with much
needed life insurance protection
at a low cost," the letter
continues.
The life insurance plans
detailed in the brochure are
limited to persons 15 to 27%.
years - old and provides $10,000
coverage. Options including
coverage of mates and children
and Iife·time coverage.

Officials Decide Gy1n Will Remain Open
Photo by Susan Brown

Departure

Steve Land, left, chats with
Kerry Spitzen berger and Nancy
Akins, about their upcoming trip
to Mexico over break. Both girls
are Laguna dorm residents.

Local Vets Arrest Try
Faces] uris dictional Snag
Members of the Vietnam
Veterans Against the War
(VVA W), in connection with the
conviction of Lt. William Calley,
Jr., will try to sut·rendl'r
thcms<.'lvcs to Sandia Base
authol'ities some time this week
for ''war crimes" Lh<'y committed
in Vietnam, said Christopher
Vineyard, spok<•sman for the
!(roup.
Ml'mbers of VVAW al'<'
currently attempting to dctcrminl'
which laws apply to Uw sut·tend<'r.
"So far, wc'vo found we call 't b<'
p t' o s r c u t <' d u n d r l' fNl<'ral or
mililat·y law. Also wc'v<• fotmd
that tlu• Suprr>mc Gomt has t•uh•d
that n pPrson can't lw t'<•callNl
into the militnt·y fot· a
court·mm·tial," Vhwyard said.
"I hav<' not brPn confronL!'d
with the group Y<•t. In faet, the
first time I heard about it was
wh crt someone brought in
yesterday's Lobo. If tlwy at'<' not
scrvicemctl, thett I hav<' no
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jurisdiction to arrest them," said
Sandia Base Provost Marshall Lt.
Col. D. G. Bevins.
An official VVA W newsll'tt!'t'
supporting Calll'y said that if
Calley had ind<'<'d, "b<'<'ll found
guilty of prem<'ditated nturdet· by
a just military tribunal, then h<•
should not be pardoned."
IlowPver, it continu<•d, "tlw
President must uphold the
con vic Lion of Lt. Calley and
assume Lh<• r<'sponsibility for
pursuing tlw prosecution of all
thos<', including us, who have
Pitlwr pm·tidpatPd itt m· l'ondOtwd
an unjust and immoral wm·."
In na tiona! l'<'action to Lh<>
V<'rdict, Unit<•d Ptess Int<•mational
rc ports that Capt. Aubry M.
Daniel II, pt·osPcutor in lllP cas<',
wrot<' President Nixon expressing
shock and dismay at. his decision
to personally intervene in the
cas<l. II<• said th<' Presirl<'nt
Ut1dct•mittecl tlw militm·y judidal
system.

Johnson Gym will not be
closed.
The decision is the result of a
special meeting held yesterday to
decide the fate of the facility in
regard to its hours of operation.
Armond Seidler, chairman of
department of health, P.E. and
recreation, said yesterday John
Perovich, vice president for
business and finance, and Chester
Travelstead, vice president for
academic affairs, have decided to
keep the gym open until June 6,
the end of the semester.

Operational Hours
Of UNM Facilities
Change
Over Break
<
No classes will be held between
April H and April 14 as UNM
dos!'s for Easter vacation.
Op<'rating · hotu·s for several
UNl\.1 J'acililies will change for the
spring break.
All library facilities on campus
will b<• opl'll from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Saturday and closed Sunday.
TiH' New Mexico Union will be
op<'n from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. The
snack bar will be open from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., the games area
fl'Om 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. and the
information desk from H a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays and 8 a.m. Lo 1
p.m. Saturday.
The Student Health Center will
maintain regular hours·, 8 a.m. Lo
•1 p.m. weekdays.
Johnson Gymnasium and the
astronomy observatory will be
closed over Lhe vacation pel'iod.

The gym was to be closed after
April 7 because of financial
inability to meet rigid restrictions
concerning the operation of the
gym.
The fire marshal ruled all doors
of the building must be open
when it is being used. With a staff
of six people and most of the
doors locked the gym could
screen out persons other than
students, faculty and staff, the
only people authorized to use it,
Seidler said.
He said complying with the

open door regulations "required
an additional $1000 a month
more than the department had
budgeted for."
Seidler said the money was to
be used to hire five additional
employes for the building, so all
58 doors, which had to be left
open, could be maintained.
Seidler said the two vice
presidents were sympathetic to
the anti·closing forces and
promised the additional funds
would be authorized.

I Stlident Office Changed
i New Title for Jack~son
~

The Office of Student Affairs is
presently undergoing a structural
change giving Carl Jackson a new
p o s i t ion as associate dean of
student activities The Lobo
learned Monday.
Jackson said he felt he would
have increased freedom and range
with his new title but would be
carrying out essentially the same
duties he is now. Jackson is
present clir<'ctor of student
activities.
Jackson said then• had been
very littl0 prior discussion
concerning his lH'W position.
Jackso11's new job will be C'ffective
July 1.
Vice Presidl'nt for Student
Affairs, Harold Lavendet· had no
comment concerning Jackson's
appointment.
"A need for greater internal

communication between Union
personnel and the Office of
Student Affairs is required to
make my present and new job
more effective," Jackson said.
Presently there arc two
associate deans and five assistant
directors in the student affairs
office.

Lobo Goof
The liberalized grading
pro e e d ures di·scussed in
yesterday's Lobo we11t into
effect this semester. They
apply to grading and records
procedures this semester, said
Robert Weaver, assistant
registrar. The Lobo
erroneously indicated they
Wollld go into effect next
semester. The Lobo regrets the
error.

